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Christopher Crawley, a software engineering recruiter for Google, Incorporated, is committed to
formatting staffing strategies that identify technology talent, maintaining the company‘s culture
of individuality and excellence, and empowering its employees to continue providing the dynamic
product and level of service for which Google has long been known.
He does this by removing systemic barriers that hinder diverse candidates from entering into engineering
positions, especially those involving the company’s mobile apps and Chrome teams. He also applies
considerable efforts to making sure current Google employees are connected with communities that
are not as well represented across its current employee population. In short, he spearheads multigroup initiatives that recognize, draw, and retain engineers.
Be it his internship, the technical recruiting, to the account manager positions he has held, Mr. Crawley’s
employment experience has been a steady progression of increasing exposure and accountability. Prior
to his current position with Google, Mr. Crawley spent over 10 years at TEKsystems, a globally focused,
Atlanta-based, executive search firm. Like the company, Mr. Crawley is driven toward innovation by
owning change.
Mr. Crawley’s sensibilities for what it takes to bring the best to the best have been honed through the
selective career choices he has made, the undercurrent of which stems from his keen ability to identify
and engage stellar candidates, then merge their skill sets and talents with the appropriate IT systems
and processes. The end result is a level of content, products and services that meet, if not exceed,
corporate standards and goals. He is also a subject matter expert in the fields of resource planning,
market statistics, healthcare IT, network development, security and infrastructure.
Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Mr. Crawley attended Chestnut Hill Academy. After graduation,
he went on to attend Georgia Institute of Technology, where in 2004, he graduated with a degree in
business management.
Currently residing in San Jose, California, with his wife, Aneesa, Mr. Crawley is a track and field
enthusiast, enjoys theater, gaming, shotokan karate, as well as food and wine festivals. He remains
actively involved in his fraternity, Kappa Alpha Psi, Incorporated’s functions and affairs, especially those
events that connect students with technology, wherein he advises how they can position themselves
for IT opportunities. Additionally, he volunteers his experience for veteran and student athlete careercoaching workshops. n

